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ABOUT THE BOOK
Walking Laura home from school one day, Laura’s
mother talks to trees. She greets each tree, gives it some
words of encouragement, and comments on its
characteristics. At first, Laura is embarrassed and hopes
no one notices, but after several trees, she begins to get
interested. She adds some observations of her own. By the
time they get home, they have greeted and identified
eleven trees.
The trees in this book are common in many
neighborhoods. Illustrations include leaves, flowers, fruits,
bark, and tree shapes. A map on the endpapers and a
detailed, illustrated glossary encourage children to
observe and learn to identify the trees and landmarks in
their neighborhoods.
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items that appear in the book.
Collect other books about trees from the library and
line them up on the blackboard chalk tray or some
other prominent place.
Bring fresh leaves from the schoolyard trees,
including some that can be seen from the classroom
windows. Ask students: What kind of tree is this from?
Where do you see this tree or know of one like this?
Do you have this kind of tree at home? Can you
describe what kind of fruit or flowers go with this
leaf? What does this tree look like in winter?
Ask the students to draw or trace a leaf shape.
Show students the cover illustration. Ask them what
they think the girl is feeling.

THEMES
• Trees and identification
• Mother-child relationships
• Seasonal changes
• Plant reproduction
• Shapes and textures
• Observation of familiar objects

AS YOU READ
• Show your students the map inside the cover. Ask
them how they get home from school and what
special things they see on the way.
• For each page, as you read it, attach the leaf (or
whatever else you have collected) to a poster board or
bulletin board. Print labels or have students write the
names of the trees on cards for the display.

BEFORE YOU READ
• A few days before reading this book in class, collect
leaves of some of the trees described here and press
them between pages of a newspaper. Weigh them
down with heavy books. When they are flat and dry,
insert them in the appropriate pages of the book. Also
collect acorns, tree flowers, lichens, or other available

AFTER YOU READ
• Ask students which of the items on the board they
can recognize. Ask them what other things they saw
in the illustrations (butterflies, squirrels, Mom’s
magnifying glass). Flip through the book and find
each item. Then ask them to name the trees in the
story using the items on the board as reminders.
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Introduce the glossary terms: flowering tree, conifer,
deciduous, evergreen, simple, compound, catkin,
pollen, and whatever examples you have. To
reinforce those words, find examples of them in the
book and talk about which trees the terms apply to.
Show students the cover illustration and ask again
what Laura is feeling. Ask why Laura’s feelings
change during the story.
Visit a nature center or park for a tree identification
walk. Many nature centers can design a tree program
to coordinate with your activities and some may have
an outreach program, or “trunk,” of tree materials to
use in your classroom.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
These activities incorporate art, science, geography, and
language arts. Measuring, counting, and keeping records
of tree growth can be used in math exercises. Use words
from this book on spelling lists. Activities with trees can
be done all year long and can involve skills and games.
SCIENCE
• In the fall, find white oak acorns or walnuts and try to
germinate them in flower pots. (They will be more
likely to germinate if you leave them out in the cold
for a few weeks.) Talk about how squirrels might
move nuts to new places and how other tree seeds
move. For example, maple and tulip poplar seeds
spin in the wind, dogwood and persimmon fruits get
eaten by animals and carried to new places.
• Have students hold a leaf up to a light or window to
see the veins and draw their patterns. Explain that
the skeleton is made of veins that take water and
minerals to all parts of the leaf. The leaf makes sugar
and sends it back along the veins to other parts of the
plant. Ask students how the leaf skeletons of maples
differ from the other deciduous trees in the book.
• Have your students find trees on the school grounds
or in a nearby park that are not included in this book.
Identify each tree using a field guide, and find
pictures and examples of the tree’s flowers and fruits.
Use the glossary (“Getting to Know…”) in My Mother
Talks to Trees to describe the tree: deciduous or
evergreen, simple or compound leaves, and so on.
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each other. Then have students write and illustrate a page
about the tree that fits into the story and insert it in the
book. Later, read the book to the class again with the
inserted page(s).
GEOGRAPHY
• Use the range maps in the tree guide and a large
classroom map of the U.S. or the world to show
where a given tree naturally grows. Explain the
difference between native and transplanted trees.
• Ask students to draw a tree map of part of the
schoolyard. Help them identify the trees on the map.
MATH
In the fall, measure the length and width of ten leaves.
Write the measurements on the board and compute an
average. Which kinds of leaves are the shortest, longest,
widest, narrowest? Usually saplings have larger leaves
than mature trees of the same species. Measure leaves of
young and old trees on the school grounds and compare.
ART
• For leaf rubbings, place a pressed leaf between two
pieces of paper taped together (a leaf sandwich).
Several leaves can be arranged on the paper. Rub
with soft pencil, charcoal, or crayon. Colored pencils
can be blended in the rubbing. Leaves will show a
better vein pattern if placed bottom-side-up.
• Splatter prints are lots of fun, but, as their name
implies, are messy, so lay out plenty of newspapers.
Mount a screen 4–6 inches above the newspaper on
bricks or wooden blocks and secure it so it won’t
move around. (The screen top of an aquarium will
work, or nail screen or hardware cloth onto a frame.)
Lay the pressed leaf on a piece of colored
construction paper and then place the construction
paper and leaf on the newspaper underneath the
screen. With a large watercolor brush, splatter the
paint onto the leaf and paper by brushing across the
screen. The print shows a silhouette of the leaves and
works best with pines, spruces, and groupings of
leaves. Colored construction paper works well
because it soaks up the splattered paint, and different
colors of paints can be used successively.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Building on the exercise above to identify trees that are
different from those in the book, ask students to suggest
what Mom and Laura might say to a new tree and to

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES / FIELD TRIPS
• If some of the trees in this book grow on school
grounds or in a nearby park, take a field trip around
the grounds. In the fall, collect leaves and press them.
In the spring, explain that the trees need leaves to
make food in the sunlight and that you will take just
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one leaf for class display. Look for flowers, fruits,
lichens, and cones. Explain that lichens don’t hurt
trees.
With masking tape, attach a piece of paper to the
bark of different trees and rub with a soft pencil,
charcoal or crayon. Ask the students if they can
identify the tree from the bark. (Dogwood is good
because its bark looks like little blocks.)
Choose a tree (or let you students choose one) to visit
once a month. Have the students keep a journal for
each visit about the appearance of the tree, any
changes since the last visit, size, and color of leaves,
and any other plants or animals associated with the
tree. Use journal entries and illustrations in a
classroom display.
If there is room on the school grounds or nearby
public lands, plant a tree in late fall (Note: You will
need to obtain permission first from the school or the
parks department.) Many of the trees mentioned in
this book are available at nurseries. Measure the tree
after you’ve planted it (height, diameter of trunk at its
widest part). Take photos of students planting the tree
then caring for it throughout the school year. The
next spring, record when the leaves first come out,
and measure the height and width of the tree each
month. Give the records to the teachers of the next
grades so the same group off students can continue
observing and measuring. Arrange for young trees to
be watered during the summer, if necessary, and
mulch them to retain water.
Have a Tree Identification Scavenger Hunt. Before
class, tape numbers on schoolyard trees. Then give
each student (or group) a paper with leaf shapes on it,
and send them off to find the trees. Have them write
the tree’s name and number beside each leaf.
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REVIEWS
“The colorful, softly shaded drawings are particularly
graceful in their depiction of trees…
teachers will like the information-laden text in picture
book format…. Many teachers will want this for their
primary grade tree units.”
—Booklist
“The text by Doris Gove is educational, yet not preachy,
and the vivid illustrations by Marilynn Mallory
continue the learning.”
—Minneapolis Star Tribune
“Gove does a fine job of weaving botanical facts into
the light plot of an afternoon walk.
The colored-pencil illustrations are pleasing and the
pen-and-ink sketches in the glossary give
more precise identification data….
[This book] will encourage children to
notice and protect the trees around them.”
—School Library Journal
“What a wonderful way to incorporate learning
into an everyday activity such as walking home from
school. This book jumps off the pages and into real life,
and is likely to help our future naturalists
learn to recognize different tree species and identify the
trees in their own backyards….
Through colorful and accurate illustrations and
easy-to-understand descriptions, children will learn and
remember information about tree identification….
It’s a joy to watch students read this book and then see
what they do when they walk by a tree on the
playground. This is interactive learning at its best.
Recommended.”
—Library Talk
AWARDS
Volunteer State Book Awards (master list, K–3)
—Tennessee Association of School
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Doris Gove is the author of several children’s books,
including My Mother Talks to Trees, One Rainy Night,
Red-Spotted Newt, and A Water Snake’s Year. She earned
an MS and PhD from the University of Tennessee and
teaches environmental studies to elementary school
children. She lives in Tennessee.
ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Marilynn H. Mallory has illustrated articles and field
guides and conducted workshops in naturalist painting
for elementary school children and teachers. She holds
degrees from Tulane University and Florida Atlantic
University. She lives in Georgia.
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